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Abstract In order to make e-learning systems widely available, the majority 
of new systems are being developed in a form suitable for m-learning. The system 
implemented in this research uses educational computer games for learning 
Mathematics in primary schools and has an integrated social network, which is 
used for communication and publishing game-related content. The system is not 
restricted to desktop platforms, but provides equivalent user experience and 
functionality on smartphones and tablets. The research highlights the challenges 
involved in developing the system and illustrates the process of adapting the e-
learning system to m-learning. Besides analyzing platforms used for accessing 
the system (desktop/mobile), the paper also explores how to interpret messages 
when they contain concepts which are in a student jargon or generally unknown
to teachers, and shows that these messages can be interpreted by applying neural 
networks.

Keywords m-learning, e-learning, game-based learning, Mathematics, neural 
networks, social network analysis

1 Introduction

Previous researches have been mostly based on native applications for which direct 
data acquisition is hindered by an increase in the number of users. Therefore, more 
frequent use of web-based mobile learning (m-learning) is to be expected. The users of 
web applications access applications through their Internet browsers using URLs, while 
native applications have to be downloaded and installed on user devices. Web 
applications, therefore, ensure that applications are always up-to-date, unlike native 
applications, which are distributed and updated through dominant operating system 
providers, i.e. Google (Android) and Apple (iOS). The resulting fragmentation of the 
development environment can slow down the development of native applications.

Web-based mobile learning applications appeared in 2014, after the new web 
standard HTML5 was issued. Unlike its predecessor HTML4, HTML5 supports new 
APIs used for accessing mobile device sensors in the web environment, and includes a 
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number of new elements necessary for e-learning, such as audio, video, canvas (for 
graphics and games), etc. [1]. Another important component that contributed to the 
acceptance of web-based mobile learning is responsive design using CSS (Cascading 
Style Sheet). The same content can be displayed irrespective of the screen size and 
platform [2].

E-learning is usually stationary with respect to the location, and it takes place in front 
of computers within school or home environments. M-learning enables students to 
choose their learning location, which can be even outdoors or while on the go. It can be 
assumed that learning systems that ensure equivalent e-learning and m-learning 
experience can be built by utilizing responsive web technologies. Such systems would 
be more accessible and adapted to different learning styles. Considering the fact that 
majority of research studies deal with e-learning separately from m-learning, one of the 
first goals of the research study presented in this paper is to demonstrate the process of 
adapting a system to ensure the equivalence of e-learning and m-learning user
experience, and pinpoint potential difficulties on the system for learning primary school 
Mathematics through computer games. The second goal is to analyze the data collected 
within the research study in order to detect which of the two learning forms is preferred 
among students when they are allowed to use whatever suits them better at any 
particular point of time.

A social network is integrated into the system. Social networks are used to make the 
learning innovative and stimulating, particularly in the case of m-learning [3]. The 
utilization of social networks opens up possibilities for the analysis of data generated 
by these social networks. For teachers, communication over social networks might 
sometimes be hard to decipher because students tend to use abbreviations or jargon. 
Therefore, the third goal of this research is to explore the possibilities of deciphering 
such messages by applying neural networks, in order to help teachers, gain insight into 
such messages.

Due to personal data protection regulations, using social networks in primary schools 
is underexplored and there are not that many research studies dealing with it. For the 
purpose of this research, the m-learning system that uses educational computer games
is integrated with a private social network which has access to anonymized student-
related features.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Related work is presented in 
section 2. Section 3 introduces questions explored by the research presented in the 
paper. Methodology is presented in section 4 and subdivided into subsections relating 
to the technology utilized in the implementation of the system, support for posting 
microblog messages, methods used for social network text analysis, and description of 
the dataset. Results in terms of introduced adaptations to the system, analysis of 
platforms used for accessing the system, and analysis of the microblog service content 
are presented in section 5. Limitations and future work are discussed in section 6. 
Conclusion is presented in the last section of the paper.
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2 Related Work

This section presents a review of the related work in the field of e-learning and 
m-learning with respect to adoption and availability. It also presents research on the 
analysis of social network data in education, with a reflection on its use in the education 
process.

2.1 Relationship between e-learning and m-learning

E-learning systems first occurred at the end of 80s of the last century with the 
development of technology and wider 
in the term e-learning refers to the way of learning, i.e. it means that the content is 
digitalized and stored electronically, while the process of learning can be adapted to 
each individual [4]. E-learning systems used to contain textual materials supplemented 
with figures and other forms of multimedia, and content used to be stored on optical 
media [5]. Internet enabled delivering multimedia content via web-based learning [6].

There are many different definitions relating to e-learning systems. By taking into 
account interactions within e-learning systems, engagement of instructors, and time 
needed for finishing a course, e-learning systems can be divided into synchronous, 
asynchronous, and cohort [7]. Synchronous implies instructors and students being
present at the same time, like in the classic education, but not necessarily at the same 
place. In synchronous systems, instructors can connect with students over platforms 
that support virtual classrooms, so students can listen to the lectures and share screens
with their instructors, while communication takes place through chat (short messages 
written in real time). Asynchronous is the opposite of synchronous in terms of the
teaching form and the presence of instructor, and it is intended for self-learning. An
example of asynchronous teaching in the classic education is homework. In e-learning, 
asynchronous relates to the possibility to access content any time. In cohort e-learning,
instructors are present and the time needed for content acquisition and mastering any 
given course is suggested. Students can participate in discussions and analyze materials 
in their daily or weekly schedule, but the materials uploaded by instructors can be 
accessed at time convenient to students, and not necessarily in real-time. Public online 
courses (MOOC Massive Open On-line Course) intended for a large number of users 
are the most common representative of this kind of learning.

In e-learning systems, interactivity and the possibility of user cooperation can have 
a stimulating effect on the engagement of users and their interest for using the system
[8].

Unlike e-learning, which is accessible from desktop platforms (mostly desktop 
computers and laptops with Windows, Mac OS X and Linux operating systems), m-
learning is available using mobile platforms, i.e. smart mobile devices (mostly with
Android and iOS mobile operating systems). Smart mobile devices are phones or tablets 
with mobile operating systems that have standardized user interfaces, platforms for the 
development of applications, and Internet browsers. They also support multimedia 
reproduction and location services. Besides built-in microphones and cameras, there 
are also built-in sensors (acceleration, gyroscope, orientation) which detect physical 
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activity [9]. This opens up new possibilities for creating educational materials.
Additionally, m-learning complements e-learning with the possibility to use the system 
anywhere and anytime [10], and the possibility to learn while on the go.

In order to enable school learning over computers, followed by learning over smart 
mobile devices in buses on the way home, and then home learning over computers,
technologies such as HTML5 eco-system in the responsive design have to be used on 
the client side. For the development of applications, and thereby digital educational 
materials, such technologies alleviate problems caused by the fragmentation of the 
operating platforms and devices (different versions of operating systems, different 
dimensions and screen resolutions).

The utilization of m-learning in primary and secondary schools is, alongside many 
advantages, faced with numerous challenges which, among others, stem from the 
unavailability of broadband Internet in schools of distant rural areas, as well as the need 
to prevent children from accessing inappropriate content (Table 1) [11].

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of m-learning systems
in primary and secondary schools

Advantages Disadvantages
Learning on the go Supervised use

Availability to a larger number of students weak 
models of mobile devices (telephones, tablets) are 
cheaper than computers

Availability of devices and Internet access tablets
are more affordable than computers, but still more 
expensive than schoolbooks

Development of higher levels of cognitive abilities
critical thinking, problem solving, creativity,
innovations, etc. 

Use of technology can distract attention during 
classes

Support for alternative forms of teaching in and out
of the classroom 

Virtual keyboard is more difficult to use than the 
classic, physical keyboard 

Personalization possibilities easier to keep track of 
each individual progress 

Positive effects cancel out if the same mobile device 
is shared by multiple students 

Positive effect on motivation high level of 
autonomy due to using new technologies 

Mere replacement of the medium for information 
transmission on mobile devices does not result in the
desired positive effects 

A shift in the research related to higher education occurred in 2010, when 
smartphones and technology acceptance became more widespread [12]. M-learning is 
utilized at universities as one of the new forms of teaching. Advantages of good practice 
are analyzed in [13].

The number of students using smartphones for learning is constantly increasing. For 
example, in the research conducted by [14], there were 10.4% of students using 
smartphones for learning in the academic year 2015/2016, while the percentage 
increased to 61.5% in 2019/2020.

Collaborative mobile learning (CML) can have a positive effect on student 
satisfaction with the education process. While ensuring the development of students' 
communication skills, CML also facilitates learning through the exchange of ideas and 
knowledge [15].

The authors in [16] show that pre- attitudes toward the usefulness 
of m-learning and the perceived ease of use most strongly impact their m-learning 
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acceptance. High-level skills and experience in mobile technology prove to be crucial 
for the adoption of mobile devices as instructional tools by future pre-service teachers
due to the impact they have on the perception of usefulness and ease of use.

Smart mobile devices can be used in the learning by doing approach. With the goal 
to develop computational thinking and learn robotics, children can be given robots and 
robotic kits at early childhood and during initial grades of the primary school. For 
remote controlling and programming of robots and robotic kits, applications on smart 
mobile devices can be used [17].

Using mobile devices for navigating through real-life paths in which mathematical 
problems are solved facilitates learning of primary school Mathematics [18].

Teachers need to be trained to successfully incorporate m-learning into their 
pedagogical practice. The actual impact of m-learning programs is not simply 
intensification of educational effects. Technology and curriculum need to be more 
closely integrated, and higher-level skills need to be further assessed. M-learning 
providers must improve the user friendliness and ease of use of their m-learning systems 

y be 
hindered by more than simply accessibility issues [19].

2.2 Social networks in education

E-learning and m-learning systems can employ social networks either as independent 
teaching methods or as supplements to learning systems. Social networks can be used
for collaboration between participants of the education process. 

The most significant advantage of using Twitter in education is the form of posts.
Alongside enabling teachers to send important information related to their courses,
homework, and deadlines, it enables students to cooperate [20].

Beside textual data, social networks are sources of additional information on the 
content and users. Each tweet record reveals information on over 150 features [21]. 

By using social networks in the process of learning, students not only learn or receive 
information, but also communicate with their teachers and other students, and become 
active participants in creating intellectual products [22].

Since Twitter helps university students more readily participate in discussions, in 
comparison with in-class discussions, it facilitates the development of critical thinking 
and confrontation of opinions [23].

The analysis of short answer type of exam questions can be conducted by applying 
text mining methods [24]. The utilization of these methods enables obtaining grade 
prediction models and meaningful feedback [25]. Sentiment analysis related to 
university-level classes and teaching staff can be conducted by applying neural 
networks [26]. Besides, social network data analysis on a university level enables the 
detection of strong connections between assimilative and productive activities, as well 
as activities of finding information. Data provides educators with explicit feedbacks on 
their learning designs, which allows them to reflect on current practices and predict 

introduce more communication-related activities [27].
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Sentiment analysis of short messages is challenging due to a limit on the number of 
characters, which results in using abbreviations, slang or hashtags whenever possible. 
Acosta et al. in [28] use word embeddings obtained by the word2vec algorithm in order 
to classify sentiment.

Related work shows that successful and efficient implementations of e-learning and 
m-learning require interesting and widely available learning materials without any 
sacrifice in functionality. However, it remains unclear which technologies and 
components should be utilized in order to achieve it. Furthermore, there are no 
reflections on student collaboration over social networks in cases in which their 
attitudes might be blurred or ambiguous due to a lack of familiarity with the 
abbreviations and jargon used. The research hypotheses presented in the following 
sections are based on these observations.

3 Research Questions

The research presented in this paper analyses platforms (desktop/mobile) used for 
accessing the e-learning system, which is based on educational computer games for 
learning Mathematics in primary schools. The system retains its full functionality in its 
m-learning form, which facilitates its wider availability. In line with the first research 
goal, the process of adaptation is presented in section 5.1.

In line with the second research goal, the question analyzed is, if given a choice,
which of the platforms will be more often used by students. The following hypothesis 
is formulated: for young generations, m-learning Mathematics through educational 
computer games is more acceptable than e-learning. The hypothesis will be accepted if 
there is a significant difference in accessing the system for learning primary school 
Mathematics through educational computer games from mobile platforms as opposed 
to desktop platforms.

In order to explore the possibilities of utilizing technologically assisted collaboration 
and group work in class, an adapted social network based on the microblog service is 
integrated into the system. Due to the observed difficulty in detecting sentiment and 
meanings of messages in student communication over social networks as a result of
using abbreviations, making up new concepts, and using sign language, the third 
research goal is set and the question whether these messages can be interpreted by 
applying neural networks is explored.

4 Methodology

The dataset used within this research is collected from the interaction of students 
with a computer game. The features taken into account include game elements used for 
solving problems, number of games played, number of levels passed, etc. Beside these 
game-related features, timestamp of each record and platform (desktop or mobile) used 
for accessing the system are also taken into account.

Alongside playing the game, students have the chance to post messages on the social 
network integrated into the system. For personal data protection reasons, contents of 
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messages are purely textual, without the possibility to include images, audio, or video 
clips. Similarly, to game records, each record is supplemented with timestamp and 
platform. Message content analysis is conducted based on word2vec neural network 
models.

4.1 Technologies used

Most of the research in the field of m-learning through computer games is based on 
native applications for smart mobile devices. These applications are not ready for use 
on desktop computers and laptops without developing platform-specific versions.

In order to make the system available to a wider circle of students and teachers, an 
important requirement set out during the development is that it can be used on all the 
dominant desktop and mobile platforms. With the above-said in mind, several open-
source technologies are used and integrated into the system. The backbone of the 
system is Phaser [29], which is one of the most popular environments for the 
development of web games for mobile devices and desktop computers. It has already 
been used in the development of games such as Otismo [30] intended for children with 
autism, in order to attract their attention through games, or for IoT education [31].

4.2 Posting microblog messages

The model implemented within this research is based on the microblog platform. 
Although it resembles to Twitter, it does not collect personal data for data protection 
reasons. The model enables posting short messages (maximum 160 characters) without 
additional logins because messages are posted from the game within the m-learning 
system. The process of sending messages is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The process of sending a message in the implemented microblog service

Message content is first connected to the nickname from the m-learning system in 
order to keep track of the authors of messages and make threads of messages posted by 
the same author, and then sent to the database or external services.
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4.3 Neural networks for social network text analysis

Neural networks algorithms that analyze text based on similarity (comparing words)
are used for the microblog service data analysis, i.e. social network data analysis. More 
precisely, word2vec model in the tool KNIME [32] is used.

In comparison to the majority of natural language processing techniques, which 
analyze words irrespective of their position, this model takes into account the position 
of the word within the sentence and its relationships to other surrounding words.

Word2vec uses two approaches in solving the problem: CBOW (Continuous-Bag-
Of-Words) and skip-gram [33]. CBOW predicts the vector of a target word based on 
the window of surrounding words, while skip-gram predicts words that surround the 
target word and it is inverse to CBOW. Word2vec deals with classification problems.
Therefore, its aim is to maximize the classifier accuracy. Fig. 2 shows CBOW and skip-
gram models on an example of a message posted on the social network. Variable w
stands for the weight of the word in step t.

The word2vec model calculates distances between a word and other words and tries 
to predict those that are closest. Negative samples are used for updating the model based 
on the errors observed. This type of machine learning falls into the category of semi-
supervised learning. A positive pair based on the example given in Fig. 2 in relation to 
the word game (igra) and by taking into account the surrounding words would be 
((igra, je), 1), where je means is , while a negative sample pair would be ((igra, bravo), 
0), where bravo means well-done .

Fig. 2. The architecture of CBOW and skip-gram in the implemented model

Word2vec uses input, output, and hidden layer neural networks. The model belongs 
to the category of shallow neural networks as it uses only three layers [34].

CBOW (1) and skip-gram (2) models can be formalized in the following way:

(1)
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(2)

where p stands for probability, t for step, and n for the window composed of the 
words which surround the target word [35].

4.4 Dataset

Logging in is anonymized using nicknames based on the model given in [36].
The total number of students included in this research is 104. The students take

classes in Mathematics and they are in higher grades (5-8) of a primary school in the 
Republic of Croatia. They are all between 11 and 14 years old. The period covered by 
the research includes one week prior to winter holidays, three weeks of holidays, and 
two weeks after holidays of the academic year 2017/2018.

5 Results

5.1 Adapting the system to ensure equivalence of e-learning and m-learning

For the purpose of this research, the computer game Zagonetke mudrog lisca
(Riddles of the wise fox) has been developed and integrated into the m-learning system. 
The game is intended for primary school students and covers problem tasks in 
Mathematics that are based on Roman numerals.

In order to make the game available on both desktop and mobile platforms in full 
screen (the interface visually complies with a native application), and taking into 
account the space used up by the URL in the browser, scaling is enabled even in 
resolutions different from the full HD standard (1920×1080). This enables playing the 
game on older smart mobile devices (production year < 2016), which have lower screen 
resolutions, without any loss of information on the interface. Additionally, several 
corrections have been made to the initial version of the game in order to achieve 100% 
rendering availability. Rendering is, therefore, predefined to be of the Canvas type,
considering the fact that WebGL (which can significantly speed up working with 
graphics and animations) on older devices leads to screen flickering which makes
playing the game impossible. 

Automatic scaling over the whole screen is implemented in a way to make it
independent of mobile device orientations (landscape, portrait). This ensures that the 
whole display area of graphical objects on the Canvas element in the range from 
minimum to maximum values is always visible. A drawback of this approach might be 
evident with non-standard mobile device screen resolutions which do not have default 
ratios or when the game is not played in full screen on desktop computers. The space 
surplus is automatically displayed in black which does not lead to a loss in the quantity 
of displayed content, but only to its scaling towards lower values, which is why the 
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content becomes smaller and harder to perceive. Consequently, the implemented 
physical models of objects necessary for the interaction and solving problem tasks in 
the game have smaller dimensions regarding the number of used pixels, which can 
result in lower interaction accuracy.

Equivalence of the two platform categories is further achieved by limiting the 
maximum number of pointers:

this.input.maxPointers = 1; 

This is related to mobile devices that enable keeping record of up to ten simultaneous 
touches, since interaction takes place with fingers instead of a mouse device.  

The scripts necessary for playing the game are organized into logical units: Loading, 
Start, Instructions, Game, and Finish. The functions shown in Fig. 3 are used for 
running the game execution cycle necessary for setting up parameters and, next, for 
continuous interaction with the interface. 

Fig. 3. The cycle in the execution of the game Zagonetke mudrog lisca

After creating the game, update() function continuously checks and executes 
statuses within the game. Since each call also draws content to the screen, the maximum 
speed is defined by the frame rate the Internet browser can achieve within the used 
Canvas element and its objects. Since the running time of the function depends on the 
device speed and its workload at the moment of execution, in order to achieve similar 
experience on different platforms, the implementation uses and calls time functions in 
precisely assigned intervals.

The specificity of running applications with continuous activity in a web browser, in 
which several time functions are used as in the implemented model (for calculating 
scores, for keeping record of the time spent in a certain part of the game), is reflected 
in the pronounced problem of activity gaps due to higher priority processes. For 
example, the time can expire in case of phone calls, SMSs, opening up of other web
sites, or execution of any higher priority application. These situations are avoided by 
stopping all interface changes if the focus is lost 
(this.stage.disableVisibilityChange = false), up until other 
processes finish or the focus goes back to the game, which is when all the activities 
restart from the point they left off at.
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This approach enables using the model without loss of data. However, the downside
is that students can take advantage of this by purposefully activating system pauses in 
order to try to solve tasks in other ways and then simply register their answers. Due to 
this, the model keeps records of such pauses (switching windows, i.e. pause in any of 
the windows). 

5.2 Analyzing platforms used for accessing the system

The students can learn Mathematics by playing the game, but also through studying 
instructions related to the areas of Mathematics covered by the game, compare their 
results to those of other students, and communicate over the social network.

The system was accessed by 73 students, i.e. 70.19%. The game was played 2847 
times within the period covered by the research. Altogether 25 students posted 44 
messages in total (Table 2). 

Content analysis reveals that there are 23 messages expressing opinion. Only five
messages were posted from desktop platforms, and 18 from mobile platforms. 

The communication conducted over the social network can serve the purpose of a 
questionnaire on the adoption of learning Mathematics by playing computer games, 
considering the fact that 21 students gave positive opinion, while two students find the 
game difficult. No students expressed dissatisfaction with the form of learning.

Table 2. Platforms used for accessing different components of the e/m-learning system

Platform
System component

Learning by playing 
(the number of played games)

Social network
(the number of messages)

Desktop 683 14
Mobile 2164 30

Some students skip the first level by purposefully making mistakes (the game ends 
after three wrong moves) in order to access the menu at the end of the game which 
enables them to check the number of medals won, see the top list (Top 20), and compare 
their accomplishments with other students. Due to that observation and due to the fact 
that the first level is used by the teachers for providing instructions and explaining 
different ways of solving tasks, the dataset is pre-processed by discarding records 
related to the sessions which end at the first level. According to the pre-processed 
dataset, the students played the game 683 times on desktop platforms and 2164 times 
on mobile platforms. It is, thus, evident that mobile platforms were used more than 
desktop platforms. More precisely, mobile platforms were used 3.2 times more often.
Additionally, by taking into account the relationship between the number of students 
and the number of games played from different platforms, the statistical chi-square test 
shows that the difference in using these platforms is statistically significant ( 2 =
7.0925, p < .05).

The hypothesis that m-learning through educational computer games is more 
acceptable form of learning Mathematics for young generations of students than the 
equivalent e-learning is, therefore, accepted.
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5.3 Analyzing the content of the microblog service

Word2vec model is applied to the contents of messages, and concepts (words) are 
analyzed in relation to the familiar concept igra ( game ), which is a starting point or 
the reference term. In order to validate the model semantically, all the concepts chosen 
for the analysis are familiar rather than unknown or abbreviated.

In the conducted analysis, the window size is variable. Considering the fact that 
microblog messages contain just couple of words, the window size is set in the range 
from 2 to 4. The words analyzed are those which appear at least twice (minimum 
occurrence = 2).

The most commonly used concepts in the game Zagonetke mudrog lisca are obtained
in the above-described way ( , super, zadatak, fora, meaning solution ,
super , task , cool , respectively). These concepts are then used for the reference 

term. The obtained distance vector values are given in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 4 (for
the window size of 3).

Table 3. Distance vector values of the reference term and comparable concepts 
in the word2vec model with respect to the window size

Reference term /
comparable concept

CBOW Window size Skip-gram Window size
2 3 4 2 3 4

Igra

0.2909 0.4155 2.2091 0.8093 1.3473 1.9433

Super -0.1005 -0.1146 -0.4428 -0.1644 -0.1956 -0.5445

Zadatak 0.3977 0.5791 2.4276 0.9576 1.3951 1.7449
Fora -0.1818 -0.1930 -0.4316 -0.2584 -0.2753 -0.4421

a) CBOW
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b) Skip-gram

Fig. 4. Distance vector of the reference term and comparable concepts 
in the word2vec model CBOW and skip-gram

Words closer in meaning are characterized by shorter distances between them (e.g. 
and Zadatak on one hand, and Super and Fora on the other hand).

Fig. 5 shows relationships between comparable concepts in terms of average 
distances between vectors for different window sizes (2, 3, and 4).

Fig. 5. Average distance of the comparable concepts in the word2vec model 

This analysis shows that it is possible to group concepts of the same type and put 
them in a co-relationship with the known expressions. In all the analyzed cases,
concepts which are semantically similar (connected: -zadatka ( task solution )
or equivalent: fora-super ( super cool )) are at shorter distances than those which are 
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not similar. This enables interpreting unknown concepts based on the similar known 
concepts because closeness implies similarity in meaning.

The obtained results show that the social network microblog texts can be analyzed
with neural networks, in order to provide better understanding of student jargon and 
unknown concepts.

6 Limitations and Future Work

Although the dataset entails all four higher grades of the primary school, i.e. four 
generations are taken into account, the research is limited to the primary school context 
and to the subject field of Mathematics. Since the applied model is generic, the research 
design could be applied to other STEM constituents with adaptations regarding the
learning content. It could be assumed that social network messages and modes of 
expression would differ for older generations. Therefore, future research should include 
high school generations as well.

The data sample obtained from the social network is admittedly small, since the 
access is granted only from the game interface and exclusively to authenticated users. 
Increasing the sample size would allow including more concepts and provide more 
holistic interpretation of attitudes. Furthermore, implementing other types of social 
networks would allow posting larger amounts of content, i.e. longer messages, in order 
to enable more complex social network content analysis.

7 Conclusion

It is challenging to motivate students for using different learning systems. The model 
used in this research uses computer games.

The development of the educational computer game uncovers that web technologies 
in the HTML5 eco-system on the client side can be used for adapting e-learning systems
to m-learning by providing equivalent user experience and equal functionalities. 
Students always access the same content, which is then rendered in a similar way and 
used independently of the platform. This shows that it is possible to simplify the 
development of e-learning and m-learning systems because the same code base can be 
used, which, with minor adaptations, can lead to a wider availability of learning 
systems. At the same time, students can choose the platform which suits them better at 
any point of time. Despite the positive impact on the availability of the system, it is 
particularly challenging to make the application run on all dominant mobile platforms,
which are additionally fragmented by different models of devices, i.e. dimensions and 
screen resolutions, memory availability, and all other factors affecting educational 
game performance. Since WebGL (which positively affects game performance, i.e. 
supports higher number of frames per second) is not supported by smartphone devices 
used by some students, choosing Canvas instead of WebGL can additionally improve 
m-learning availability.

The results of this research indicate that, when given a choice, students prefer m-
learning to e-learning. The reason is location-independent continuous availability of the 
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system due to easier access to devices, which can, in case of m-learning, be carried 
along. Since students more readily use platforms which they find more interesting and 
more accessible, m-learning through educational computer games is more acceptable 
form of learning Mathematics for young generations, compared to e-learning. The 
difference between using e-learning and m-learning is found to be statistically 
significant.

Finally, by processing the microblog social network content, it has been shown that
neural networks can be used for putting unknown concepts in the context of the known, 
in order to facilitate understanding. Teachers find it important for keeping track of 
communication between students, since students often choose sign language, 
abbreviated terms, etc., over spoken language expressions. In this way, teachers become 
better informed of the needs of students in the education process (they can more easily 
detect student attitudes and their cognitive styles) so they can adapt their classes to 
direct them towards individual needs, and make the classes more efficient with respect
to acquiring new learning materials.
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